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Programming of Parallel Computers, 10hp, 2012-03-13Time: 800 � 1300Help: NoneEah of the six problems below an give up to �ve points. For maximum points, you must givedetailed answers and motivate your assumptions. Grade 3: 12p, Grade 4: 18p, Grade 5: 24p1. A modern desktop omputer an ontain two (or more) separate proessors, eah with four(or more) ores, and a general purpose graphial proessing unit (GPU). Moreover, it is ea-sy to onnet several desktop omputers together in a network. We then have four levels ofparallelism where the omputers, proessors, ores, and GPUs an be programmed in paral-lel with di�erent programming models/languages/libraries. Disuss what programming mo-dels/languages/libraries we an use on the di�erent levels and why they are suitable for therespetive levels?2. What soures of parallel overheads do we have when we program with Pthreads?3. Explain the onepts of ommuniator and virtual topology in MPI. Disuss also the bene�tsof using these onepts.4. Write a parallel funtion in Pthreads that omputes the matrix 1-norm, jjAjj1 = maxj (

Pi jAij j).5. The Quiksort algorithm an be desribed as:funtion quiksort(array, left, right)if (right>left) thenpivotIndex=left+(right-left)/2pivotNewIndex=partition(array, left, right, pivotIndex)quiksort(array, left, pivotNewIndex-1)quiksort(array, pivotNewIndex+1, right)end ifend funtionWhere the funtion partition reorders the array into two parts, with elements smaller re-spetively larger than the pivot and returns the split point pivotNewIndex.You have parallelized this algorithm in Pthreads (Assignment 2) where eah thread reates newthreads for eah reursion level until a maximum level is reahed. Then the threads ontinuesorting in serial. One disadvantage with this approah is that we need to reate a large number



of threads to get a good load balane but then we get a large overhead in managing thesethreads if the time for a ontext swith is high on the ores.Another idea to parallelize the quiksort algorithm is to reate p number of threads at onebut let only one thread do reursion in a few levels. When it hits the maximal number ofreursion levels it reates two tasks where eah task is to sort the remaining fration of the listserially with quiksort. It puts the tasks to a work queue from where the other threads piksup work. You have implemented this idea in OpenMP using the task diretive (Assignment3). One disadvantage with this approah is that only one thread puts tasks into the queuewhile the other waits in a barrier until they get tasks to exeute.Now, ombine the two parallelization ideas and implement them in OpenMP, i.e., reate pnumber of threads in main but all only the quiksort algorithm on one of these threads (theother wait in a barrier). But in eah reursion step use nested parallelism so that eah threadreates two new threads whih reursively alls quiksort on one half of the array. For thiswe an use the setion diretive. Proeed reursively only a few levels (e.g. 3 levels). Then,let eah thread ontinue some additional levels and generate tasks as in the tasks approahabove. Assume that you have the funtion partition available.6. Many physial phenomena an be simulated with partile systems, where eah partile inte-rats with all other partiles aording to the laws of physis. Examples inlude the gravita-tional interation among the stars in a galaxy or the Coulomb fores exerted by the atoms ina moleule. Mathematially this an be formulated as:�2�t2 x̄i(t) =
NXj=1;j 6=iGmj x̄i � x̄jjx̄i � x̄j j3 i = 1; :::; NWere G is the gravitational onstant, mj is the mass of partile j, x̄i is the position of partilei (x, y and z oordinate) and jx̄i � x̄j j denotes the distane between partile i and partile j.This equation an then be integrated numerially with the Leap-frog method
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nj j3 i = 1; :::; N n = 1; 2; 3; :::The numerial simulation an now be formulated in an algorithm:1. Set initial positions for the first two time levels n=0,12. for eah time step n3. for eah partile i4. Compute the interation (the sum) with all other partiles j5. Use the Leap-frog sheme to update the position of partile i6. end for7. end forSketh a parallel implementation of the 3D N-body simulation using MPI. The implementationshould be memory and ommuniation e�ient.Good Luk!


